Big Lake Elementary 6th Grade Supply List

Students in 6th grade are expected to keep track of their OWN supplies and we will not be using classroom community supplies for these items listed. Most supplies should fit in their pencil pouch in their binder, so they can access them at home or school. Every student needs the following items for 6th grade classes:

- 2 1/2” Heavy Duty Binder **(NO accordion binders, NO Trapper Keepers, NO Five Star fabric covered notebooks)**
- College Ruled Notebook Paper
- #2 Pencils **(mechanical optional)**
- 24 Count Colored Pencils
- 5 glue sticks
- 1 set 5 Dividers **(unlabeled)**
- 1 Composition Book **(100 pages, NOT spiral)**
- 1 spiral notebook (70 page)
- 2 Highlighters, any color
- 2 Blue or Black Pens
- scissors
- 4 pack Dry-Erase Markers **(basic colors; not neon)**
- Heavy duty zippered pencil pouch **(to put in binder)**
- 1 Large Box Kleenex
- **$5 Agenda Fee (ALL students must have an Agenda)**

Optional:

- Calculator **(Texas Instruments- TI30xiis, PLEASE get this exact version)**
- Hand Held Pencil Sharpener
- Pencil-top erasers or other eraser
- Ruler **(standard and metric measurements)**
- Personal water bottle

Students are expected to replenish their supplies throughout the year as needed.